
January 8, 2013

Thought you'd appreciate this picture of high school students receiving their copy of the
Hiligaynon New Testament. We received this picture the other day from Ramon Torres, who was
one of our main translators for Hiligaynon Bible. He presently is pastoring a church, but he also
wants to be involved in distributing His Word, not just from the pulpit. Pray that these kids will
read it and allow their spirits to be moved by it.

Kermit



January 1, 2013

Thought you’d like to take a trip with us to India and the Philippines and winter wonderland.

While in India (during Oct and Nov) we kept busy mentoring a number of translators who are
being trained to become consultants and checking a number of translations in various languages
found in India.

In Bangalore, Kermit mentoring Daniel as he checked Sylvia’s work.

Next to us Raquel was working with Jo and Vinod on yet another language in India.

The following week Kermit mentored Bijumon as he checked Sylvia’s work.



I also spent a couple of weeks training translators for Malayalam (the state language of Kerala).

In Tamil Nadu, Kermit with Daniel trying to finish up 1 Peter and Hebrews and John for the BK
people.



Our view of the tea fields on the mountain slopes.

Raquel checking out how Indians harvest tea leaves.



“Tea” is an important part of Indian culture. Notice the wild monkey in the middle of the picture
wanting to partake with us during our “tea” break. And sure enough, when we were not
watching, it ran to the table, jumped up and grabbed a piece of cake, and scampered off.

Brookland’s guest house where we stayed for a couple of weeks was regularly visited by wild
monkeys as you can see from the two pictures.



 

Actually pretty much everywhere we went we’d see monkeys alongside the road.

This one was able to grab some kind of fruit from a passing truck.



 

Cows are also prevalent roaming the streets, even in crowded cities. In this town we passed by,
there were a number of donkeys roaming the streets.

Back in Manila we were able to pick up 8 back packs, each with a computer donated to us.

 

Aaron giving me some brief instructions concerning the software he installed in the computers.
Aaron by the way is from India himself and just got married to a Filipina involved in translation
work.



When we come to Manila three of Raquel’s nieces (who work in Manila and still single) come and
visit us at the SIL guest house. Mikmik (facing your right) lived with us in Mindanao for three
years while she went to the University near us.

After a couple of nights in Manila we then took a bus and ferry with our friend Scott Munger to
the OMF guest house on the island of the Mindoro. Scott came from Colorado Springs to spend
a few days with us at the OMF guest house and to discuss translation work for the Philippines
and India.



Kermit practicing taking a picture of himself with the islands of the Philippines in the distance.
He’s proud of himself with this cool picture. _

We passed by a number of fishermen. They keep busy supplying the main viand (what you eat
with rice) of the Philippines.

Yrrah (whom I put in charge of the Hanunuu translation) and I instructing Osmenia concerning
the use of his new computer.



As you can see Beth is very happy to get her computer. She too is a Hanunuu speaker and has
proven to be very gifted in translation work. In the far left corner you can see Hannah working
with the Tawbuid Oriental translators. Hannah is from New Zealand studying at a University
there. But during her summer break (at least summer for N.Z.) she spent her time helping us
with the Tawbuid translation. She is VERY gifted in language learning and translation work, and
within a very short time was able to communicate in Tawbuid as she checked their work.

Kermit introducing some of the Tawbuid Oriental translators in the use of their new computer.
Mind you, none of these guys have had any formal education, not even first year elementary
school. They became Christians and then wanted to learn to read so they could read the Bible.
They then took literacy classes. In fact Lagbayon on your right became a literacy teacher
himself. These three have been our regular translators from the beginning. I taught them how to
type, and although they are still somewhat slow, they thoroughly enjoy producing drafts of
various Old Testament books.



Three generations. We’ve enjoyed the Christmas season with dad and Shoni.

Another picture of the beauty and the beasts. _

Dad seems to be doing much better with Raquel’s cooking. I do the Swedish pancakes (excuse
me, “Norwegian” pancakes) which dad seems to enjoy. During the past two Sunday afternoons
dad and I enjoyed watching the Vikings beat two of the best football teams - which got them
into the playoffs.



Kermit enjoying walking through the woods with snow shoes and multiple layers of clothes. In
the Philippines (12 months of the year) I only have two or three pieces of clothes: briefs,
shorts, and when I go out a shirt. Here I end up with twelve: still the briefs, but in addition,
jeans, then overalls over the jeans, T shirt, flannel shirt, thick sweat shirt, very think jacket,
thick stocking cap, scarf, thick woolen socks, heavy duty shoes and a pair of very thick gloves. I
also grow a beard for further insulation. But I love the beauty of the snow out in the country.
Reminds me of his cleaning the ugly dirt within us to become “white as snow”. This morning I
woke up with temps at minus 20 F (that is minus 30 C). My family and friends on Caluya can not
imagine what that is like since twelve months of the year the temps there never get below 68 F
(20 C), let alone in the “minus”!

As a contrast of God’s creation above with the snow covered pine trees, check out below the
flowers we enjoyed viewing while in India.

 



 

 

Yours enjoying life serving Him and Bible translators,

Kermit and Raquel


